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Love Jihad 
 

AKANSHA CHAKRABORTY
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  ABSTRACT 
Love Jihad is an exceptionally delicate issue seething in the nation these days. The fear 

inspired notion is noted for its similarities  to the xenophobic figure of speech of Jewish 

world domination just as white patriot trick theories and Euro-American Islamophobia 

It highlights Orientalist depictions of Muslims as primitive and hypersexual, and conveys 

paternalistic and male centric ideas dependent with the understanding that the Hindu 

ladies are assets of men, whose virtue is contaminated as a comparable to regional 

triumph, and thus should be controlled and shielded from Muslims, paying little mind to  

consent It has therefore been the reason for vigilante attacks, murders and other rough 

episodes, including the 2013 Muzaffarnagar riots. In Myanmar, the paranoid idea has 

been embraced by the 969 Movement as a claim of Islamisation of Buddhist ladies and 

utilized by the Tatmadaw as support for military tasks against Rohingya civilians It has 

stretched out among the non-Muslim Indian diaspora and prompted development of 

coalitions between Hindutva gatherings and Western extreme right associations, for 

example, the English Defense League. It has additionally been embraced to a limited 

extent by the ministry of the Catholic Church in Kerala to deter interfaith marriage 

among Christians. It is about time we investigate this issue from an impartial and down 

to earth viewpoint and secure the holy establishment of marriage. 

 

I. WHAT IS LOVE JIHAD? 
Love Jihad (otherwise called Romeo Jihad) is an Islamophobic paranoid notion created by 

individuals following Hindutva. It is for the most part accepted that muslim men powerfully 

convert ladies into Islam. They typically do this through different method like temptation, 

faking love, duplicity, abducting and marriage.  

Love Jihad in legislative issues has been intently attached to Hindu Nationalism. The most 

fanatic Hindutva has been related with India's Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi . Marriage 

between Muslim men and Hindu ladies is a legitimate common marriage under The Special 

Marriage Act of 1954. Love Jihad has been one of the significant strains encompassing 

interfaith relationships.  

 
1 Author is a student at KIIT School of Law, India. 
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The idea was standardized in India after the appointment of the Bharatiya Janata Party . The 

very hypothesis was spread by Hindutva Publications, for example, the Samanta Prabhat 

&Hindu Janajagruti Samiti which requested that Hindus shield their ladies from Muslim men 

who were at the same time portrayed as ' beguiling people and indecent attackers. In Myanmar 

the paranoid notion 969 Movement was a charge of Islamisation of Buddhist ladies. It was 

utilized by the Tatmadev as an avocation for military activities against Rohingya regular 

people. One of the strains encompassing the interfaith relationships alongwith other generally 

debilitate associations. This was done in anticipation of empowering the individuals who were 

concealing their interfaith marriage because of normal practices to enroll marriage in Islam as 

a legitimate agreement with necessities around the religions of the members.  

II. 1920'S EVENTS  

In the 1920's assailant Hindu attestation arrived at new statures particularly with regards to 

Shuddhi (decontamination second to recover the individuals who had changed over from 

Hinduism to other religions) and Sangathan.  

The whole idea of Love Jihad by one way or another turned out to be even more a politicized 

crusade. Bits of gossip spread of a "Worldwide Islamist Conspiracy" to bait Hindu ladies. It 

was likewise claimed that muslim men were getting assets from outside to charm Hindu ladies. 

There are striking likenesses between various gatherings completing this Love Jihad purposeful 

publicity however sources tell that the one did by the decision party is incredible.  

"Our Love will be love, not jihad" – A hideout for India's revolutionary couples.  

Hindu and muslim couples typically approach Dhanak when their families deny them consent 

to wed. Matured for the most part (20-30 years) these wedded couples need these gatherings 

like Dhanak, Love Commandos to converse with their families or help them look for legitimate 

help.  

These sorts of associations accept that their alleged Love Jihad is another method of halting 

these sorts of connections. In Uttar Pradesh police had captured a man for supposedly 

attempting to change a Hindu lady over to Islam. That man was quick to be captured under 

another enemy of transformation law that objectives Love Jihad. 

In 2019, The Indian Government also passed the Citizenship Amendment Act. In November 

the state passed the first “Love Jihad’’ law in the country.  

Disallowance OF UNLAWFUL RELIGIOUS CONVERSION ORDINANCE 

It requires couples from various strict networks to give two months notice to a locale justice 
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prior to getting hitched. A District Magistrate is an official having a place with India's 

managerial administrations – a remnant of the British pilgrim rule – who is responsible for the 

area, the fundamental unit of organization and has legitimate just as critical chief forces . Under 

the conditions of the mandate, the directing legal official would have the carefulness to choose 

whether the transformation was through impulse. The incongruity of this issue is that couple 

of people regularly decide to wed external their religion affliation.  

III. REVERSE LOVE JIHAD 

In light of the purpoted trick of Love Jihad affliated to the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh have 

expressed that they have dispatched a Reserve Love Jihad crusade which suggests wedding 

Hindu men with muslim ladies. Cases identified with the mission were accounted for from 

different pieces of Uttar Pradesh where assault and kidnapping of muslim ladies have occurred. 

The culprits of these episodes are affirmed to be the individuals from these partners who are 

being compensated by the associates for their exercises.  

At the point when a Hindu man weds a muslim lady it is consistently potrayed as sentiment 

and love by Hindu association while the opposite happens it is named as intimidation. Interfaith 

relationships in India are uncommon. Many accept the phantom of adoration jihad is revived 

every now and then by Hindu gatherings for political additions.  

IV. THE PROBLEM WITH INDIA'S LOVE JIHAD LAWS 

The Bharatiya Janata Party government has advanced a few enemy of – muslim approaches. 

The most recent is a clampdown on what it sees as "adoration jihad "the conviction that 

muslims are looking to delude Hindu ladies through marriage and convert them to Islam.  

In mid-October, a significant Indian gem brand possessed by the Tata Group pulled out an ad 

including a Hindu-Muslim couple following a Hindu conservative kickback. Adversaries of 

the advertisement for the adornments line "Ekatvam" – or "solidarity" in Hindi – blamed the 

Tatas for advancing "love jihad" and undermined blacklists. The choice to pull out the 

promotion started wails of despondency from Indians went against to Prime Minister Narendra 

Modi's Hindu majoritarian strategies that focus on the country's Muslim minority.  

Madhya Pradesh is the subsequent state to authorize such enactment in as numerous months. 

In November, India's most crowded state, Uttar Pradesh, home to around 40 million Muslims, 

passed a law forbidding "unlawful strict changes" through marriage.  

No decision please, we're Indian  

Endogamy, or marriage inside a social unit, has been a standard in India that has adjusted to 
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the occasions, bringing forth plans of action for intermediaries, sites and advertisement 

supplements that feed off the nation's suffering hug of masterminded relationships.  

Just 5% of Indian relationships are between individuals of various positions, as indicated by 

the 2011-12 Indian Human Development Survey. Interfaith relationships are a considerably 

smaller part, comprising 2.2 percent of the complete relationships, as indicated by a 2005-06 

review. 

Harsh Mander: The ‘love jihad’ bogey in Kashmir is another attempt to deny women freedom 

of choice 

This disdain purposeful publicity accepts that grown-up ladies who agree to associations with 

Muslims are artless and should be safeguarded by heroic men.  

The drafting council of the Indian Constitution included two ladies individuals, Hansa Mehta 

and Rajkumari Amrit Kaur. They proposed, for consideration in the central privileges of the 

Constitution, the right of each lady to pick her companion, or if nothing else agree to the 

individual to whom she is married. This didn't discover support among most different 

individuals from the board, all men. Consequently, this right was excluded from the last draft 

of the Constitution set before the constituent get together.  

Indeed, even after seventy years, it is unfortunately not surprising for grown-up ladies who try 

to pick accomplices beyond their religion or standing to be forced by their families and their 

networks, upheld by the police, courts and political pioneers, to not rely on their instincts 

however rather adjust to their biased directs. Their male accomplices – of demonized religions 

and ranks – are accused of grabbing, assault, and the new canard of "adoration jihad", regularly 

imprisoned. On the off chance that the couples oppose, they might be killed by the men in their 

own families, or lynched by enraged crowds. The establishing moms of our Constitution, Hansa 

Mehta and Rajkumari Amrit Kaur, had unmistakably looked to assemble an altogether different 

India.  

A tempest broke out in the valley of Kashmir as of late on the grounds that some grown-up 

Sikh Kashmiri ladies decided to wed Muslim men, and to change over to Islam. Sikh heads of 

the Shiromani Akali Dal from Punjab seethed that these were criminal instances of "affection 

jihad". The disdain development of Muslim men as sexual stalkers chasing down honest and 

sincere Hindu and Sikh young ladies isn't new: it traces all the way back to the Partition riots, 

and prior too. However, the term love jihad was begat this century, supposedly first by the 

Kerala Catholic Bishop's Council, guaranteeing that Muslim young fellows, rich with Gulf 

cash, were tricking hapless Christian young ladies into marriage determined to change them 
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over to Islam.  

Negative control  

This emotive disdain develop was immediately embraced by the whole wrap of Hindutva 

associations. Their case was that attractive Muslim young men are hand-picked for this type of 

jihad in madrassas. They are prepared to captivate Hindu young ladies into close connections, 

and furthermore furnished with the extras that clearly make themselves more alluring to young 

ladies, like engine cycles, advanced cells and pain free income. The Hindutva folklore is that 

there is no affection in the hearts of the Muslim men who enter associations with Hindu young 

ladies, just a skeptical and unfeeling control of the Hindu young ladies, capturing them in 

counterfeit sentiment finishing in their change to Islam and wedding; and that this cold 

marriage just spells long lasting torment and savagery for the Hindu ladies.  

This whimsical disdain purposeful publicity accepts that the grown-up Hindu ladies who agree 

to these connections are careless and naïve, and have consequently to be safeguarded by the 

courageous manly frameworks of Hindutva associations. The entirety of this would be 

ludicrous in the event that it was not really harmful and perilous; it constructs generalizations 

of Muslim men as a tricky, manipulative, cold sexual stalkers, and of Hindu ladies as frail 

casualties with no office, no insight, and no option to pick who she wishes to go through her 

time on earth with, and which religion she decides to follow.  

This trashes and – after the Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh assemblies passed rigid laws 

against "coercive" between confidence relationships and strict changes – condemns these 

connections of sentiment and marriage between Muslim men and Hindu ladies.  

It is educational that by and by not all between confidence relationships are designated by this 

combustible common publicity. On the off chance that a Hindu man sentiments and weds a 

Muslim lady, this isn't untouchable. In Uttar Pradesh, where empowered by the main clergyman 

and senior cops, the police with open and fiery help of assailant Hindutva development are 

examining unions of sentiment and marriage between Muslim men and Hindu ladies as 

violations with substantial prison sentences whenever demonstrated. Be that as it may, a Hindu 

man wedded to a Muslim lady was given police assurance.  

Promotion  

The new Kashmir political tempest has hauled Sikh ladies into the collective promulgation of 

the supposed trawl of affection jihad, after their Christian sisters in Kerala and Hindu sisters in 

numerous edges of the country. Sikh ladies were recognized to be claimed casualties of 

"adoration jihad". One of these was a 18-year-old Sikh lady, Manmeet Kaur, who changed over 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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to Islam and gravitated toward to a 29-year-old Muslim man Shahid Bhat. They furtively 

wedded – there are apparently nikaah reports to demonstrate this. Be that as it may, the police 

followed the couple, and drove them to the Srinagar area court to record their assertions.  

A huge irate group, generally of Sikh men, assembled outside the court, including Santpal 

Singh and Jaspal Singh, leaders of the Budgam and Srinagar District Gurudwara Committees. 

Santpal guaranteed that the young lady was "intellectually unsteady", and that "(s)he is a Sikh. 

This is only a strategy for adoration jihad through which [religious] change is being 

completed." The group obstructed the exit of the court for quite a long time, requesting that the 

lady be "got back to the local area" for "somewhere around seven days", like she was an idle 

taken piece of property.  

Police activity  

It is hard to determine what articulation Manmeet Kaur made in court, however reports propose 

that she said both her transformation to Islam and her wedding with Bhat were intentional. 

Bhat's family additionally has testimonies endorsed by her with this impact.  

At last, when she arose out of the court, she was, as per news reports, not permitted to go with 

Bhat's family. Rather she was "purportedly hauled and packaged into "a huge white vehicle 

into the evening". Bhat was taken into police authority, where he stays until the hour of 

composing.  

Notice  

Numerous records report that the nearby shock against the between confidence marriage was 

mixed by a Shiromani Akali Dal government official Manjinder Singh Sirsa, top of the Delhi 

Sikh Gurdwara Management Committee. Sirsa, who prior was in the Bharatiya Janata Party, 

asserted that Manmeet Kaur's union was an occasion of affection jihad. He asserted that 

dishonestly she was "kidnapped at gunpoint and wedded to a 60-year-old [Muslim] man".  

News came in later that, after three days, Manmeet Kaur was (re-)hitched to a Sikh man in a 

gurudwara in Pulwama in southern Kashmir. Sirsa valourised this remarriage (which is of 

sketchy legitimateness on the grounds that she was not lawfully separated from her first spouse) 

as a choice taken by the Sikh people group that accumulated at the gurudwara. A man who 

went through his days and evenings in the gurudwara assisting with the langar and upkeep of 

the gurudwara, apparently elected to wed her.  

"You will be astonished at the favors of god," spouted Sirsa, that "staying there, a Sikh of the 

Guru, one who day and evening serves God, one who is absolved, one who takes the name of 
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god consistently, stood up and said: 'This involves Sikhi [of the Sikh confidence and 

community]. Whatever assistance you need, I am prepared to offer'."  

Sirsa fled of her (re-)marriage, June 29, to Delhi, with her man of the hour and guardians. An 

eager whirlwind of TV cameras welcomed them when they showed up at the air terminal. He 

asserted that Manmeet Kaur had not gone into any previous marriage (with Bhat), and that she 

willfully wedded the Sikh man. That very day, he bragged to an enormous social event at a 

gurudwara in Delhi about the Sikh pride that he felt had surfaced in Kashmir. 

"[In a] place like Srinagar where one doesn't have the foggiest idea when bombs and projectiles 

will go off… the city was stopped," he said. "The organization stooped (sic.) and the SSP and 

IGP arrived at the spot. They said give us some time. We said set aside time today yet we need 

an answer from the (Lt) Governor in yes or no." He guaranteed that the Lieutenant Governor 

Manoj Sinha coordinated the organization "to do everything except this sort of rebellion won't 

work here". He called upon the Lieutenant Governor to pass an enemy of transformation law 

on the lines passed in Uttar Pradesh to check changes and love jihad.  

In spite of the fact that there is – as I have noted – no legitimate affirmation about the thing 

Manmeet Kaur said about her relationship with a Muslim man in the High Court, a subsequent 

lady grabbed in the attention of a similar tempest, Danmeet Kaur, opened up to the world about 

a lively selfie-video. Her folks had recorded a grievance with the police charging her better 

half, 30-year-old Muzaffar, with stealing their little girl.  

She denied this completely in the video she circled, in which she insisted that she was an 

"grown-up and an informed young lady". She added, "I know my privileges and I can separate 

among good and bad". She had left her folks' home on June 6, asking them not to search for 

her. In any case, inside six hours of a police objection recorded by her folks, Danmeet Kaur 

said she was "caught" by the police and gave over to her folks. She affirmed that she 

deliberately changed over to Islam in 2012 and got hitched to her cluster mate Muzaffar in 

2014, and had with her every one of the reports needed to demonstrate this. In any case, her 

better half was held in the Srinagar Central Jail. 

MP minister faces slogans in Chhatarpur over ‘love jihad’ 

The protesters reached the circuit house after learning that the SP was there. Saklecha, who 

was recently announced as minister-in-charge of Chhtarpur, was visiting the district at the time. 

Minister Om Prakash Saklecha faced slogans of ‘Murdabad’ by workers of the VHP, Bajrang 

Dal and other groups in Madhya Pradesh’s Chhatarpur district on Friday afternoon after they 

were made to wait over an hour outside the circuit house, where they had assembled to demand 
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police action in an alleged case of ‘love jihad’. 

V. CONCLUSION 
Love Jihad has been a sort of a political weapon for several political parties. It surely poses a 

serious blow to the institution of marriage, democracy , right to privacy. Issues such as these 

are very sensitive and shouldn’t at all become a political agenda. Marriage is a decision of a 

lifetime and should be concensual not coerced. It is high time we look into this issue from an 

unbiased perspective and if possible formulate laws accordingly. 
***** 
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